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Invited talks
Mathematical modeling of vortex wake dynamics
Mark Stremler
Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University, Virginia, USA
stremler@vt.edu
The coherent vortex structures that are shed into the wake of a bluff body can take
on a variety of patterns, from the typical von Karman vortex street to more exotic
arrangements with three or four vortices formed per shedding cycle. A spatially
periodic mathematical model with N (=2,3,4) point vortices per period reveals that
the dynamics can be quite complex, even when the vortex motion is integrable.
Comparisons with experimental observations give credibility to the point vortex
modeling approach and show that regimes of motion identified in the model can be
exhibited in physical vortex wakes. This identification provides a possible
approach to vortex wake characterization that extends beyond that based solely on
the number of vortex structures formed per shedding cycle.
Indivisibility of vortices and waves in differential fluid mechanics
Yuli Chashechkin
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
yulidch@gmail.com
In given classification of solutions for the high rank set of the fundamental
dissipative equations, describing flows of inhomogeneous fluids in outer forcing
fields, distinguished functions are presented. Part of them describes different
waves (inertial, gravitational internal or surface, capillary, acoustic and hybrid
types), another part characterizes vortex components. Depending on boundary
conditions, different types of vortex elements exist in the form of fine interfaces
and compact semi-closed structures. Solutions of periodic and attached internal
waves generation problems are compared the data of precision laboratory
experiments. Non-linearity effects lead for formation of complex vortex flows in
localized domains of the flows. Additional types of waves are associated with
some new forces created by a strong vortex motion. All flow components are
characterized by a fine structure with an individual geometry of different physical
quantities fields. Results of compatible theoretical and laboratory modelling are
compared with environmental observations.
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Gyroscopic analogies of rotating flows of a strongly stratified fluid confined in a
spheroid
Yasuhide Fukumoto
Institute of Mathematics for Industry, Kyushu University, Japan
yasuhide@imi.kyushu-u.ac.jp
A rotating flow of a stratified fluid confined in an ellipsoid, subject to gravity
force, whose velocity field is linear in coordinates, is shown to be equivalent to a
mechanical system of finite degrees of freedom, that is, a heavy rigid body. An
insight is gained into the mechanism of system rotation for suppressing the
Rayleigh-Taylor instability (RTI) by drawing analogy of the Coriolis force with the
gyroscopic effect; a lighter fluid may sustain, on top of it, a heavier fluid when the
angular velocity is greater than a critical value. First, we consider a rotating
stratified flow confined in a tilted spheroid. This is equivalent to a heavy
symmetrical top with the center of gravity off the symmetric axis. Second, we
explore the incompressible two-layer RTI confined in the lower-half of a spheroid
rotating about the axis of symmetry oriented parallel to the vertical direction. The
gyroscopic analogy accounts for decrease of the critical rotation rate with
oblateness.
Academician V.I. Il'ichev and studies of mesoscale eddies in the northwestern
Pacific
Slava Lobanov
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
lobanov@poi.dvo.ru
To commemorate of the 85 years since the birthday of academician Victor
Ivanovich Il’ichev (1932-1994), a founding director of POI FEB RAS in 19741994, a review on the studies of mesoscale eddies that he initiated or participated
in has been presented in this paper. Academician Il’ichev major was an ocean
hydrophysics and underwater acoustics. He understood well an importance of
mesoscale structure of the ocean and paid a special attention to the studies of
mesoscale water dynamics in the Far Eastern seas and the North Pacific. In the
early 1980th many research cruises were focused on long rage propagation of the
acoustic signal, three-dimensional waveguides etc. An important role of the eddies
in changing gradually acoustic structure of the ocean became clear very soon
(Il’ichev, 1988). To look into the inner part of the eddies we have suggested to
used operational satellite infrared images to navigate research vessel precisely into
the very center of the warm-core rings of the Kuroshio. Detailed CTD sections
demonstrated a multicore structure of the eddies. In addition to their common
warm core we have found that some of the eddies had secondary cold core below
the main warm one. One ring, in opposite to others, contained deep secondary
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warm core, located around 600-9000 m depth (Bogdanov et al., 1985) and kept it
during at least a few month of its evolution. Other findings were associated with
fast changing upper layer of the eddies and formation and evolution of spiral
structures at the surface (Il’ichev et al., 1989). We used satellite images, CTD and
drifters to understand intrusion of water from outside forming ring or spiral
structure of the eddies and filamentation of the eddies edges under formation of
smaller boundary cyclones. Using satellite images and ship observations we traced
a long-term evolution of the Kuroshio warm-core ring and proved that these eddies
can drift far to the north to the area of central Kuril Islands and keep a remnant of
its warm core in the subsurface layer during over 4 years of evolution (Lobanov et
al., 1991). Our first finding of strong mesoscale eddies along the whole Kuril
Islands chain by satellite imagery (Bulatov and Lobanov, 1983) was strongly
supported by academician Il’ichev and he suggested to make in situ observations in
that area which proved high temperature contrasts across the eddies spirals at the
surface and presence of cold low salinity core in their centers. Some important
results of that studies, the following research and recent status of our knowledge
about those phenomena are discussed in this presentation.
Lagrangian analysis of eddies in the ocean
Sergey Prants
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
prants@poi.dvo.ru
The Lagrangian approach to study observed and simulated eddies in the ocean is
presented. It is shown with a few examples how to compute and analyze maps of
specific Lagrangian indicators to study birth, formation, evolution,
metamorphoses, merging and decay of ocean eddies. The examples involve real
mesoscale eddies in the North Pacific Ocean.
Submesoscale eddies at the narrow Black Sea shelf
Andrey Zatsepin
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, RAS, Moscow, Russia
zatsepin@ocean.ru
In the report, we present the results of the investigation of the fluid dynamics over
the Black Sea shelf. It was revealed that short-term (1-100 hours) and
submesoscale (1-10 km) variability of shelf currents depends on the coast
orography and bottom topography and is strongly affected by fluid dynamics over
continental slope and deep part of the sea. Тhe observed variability was partly
associated with formation and alongshore transfer of the submesoscale eddies
having diameter in the range of 1-10 km. These eddies were ageostrophic and non8

stationary in nature and their life-time normally did not exceed several days. On
the base of observations two main physical generation mechanisms for the
submesoscale eddies were suggested. They were studied by means of laboratory
modeling. Results of the laboratory experiments were used to interpret the
observations. Acknowledgements. The study was supported by the RSF grant
№14-50-00095 and RFBR grant № 15-05-08659.
Nonstationary boundary layers in stratified fluid
Gregory Reznik
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, RAS, Moscow, Russia
greznikmd@yahoo.com
We study so-called wave boundary layers (BL) arising in a stably stratified fluid at
large time. The BL is a narrow domain near the surface and/or the bottom of fluid,
characterized by sharp growing in time gradients of the buoyancy and horizontal
velocity; the BL thickness tends to zero with increasing time. The non-stationary
BL can arise both as a result of linear evolution of initial perturbation and under
the action of external force (tangential stress exerted on the fluid surface in our
case). We analyze both the variants and find that the “forced” BL are much more
intense than the “free” ones. In the “free” BL all fields are bounded and gradients
of the buoyancy and horizontal velocity grow linearly in time, whereas in the
“forced” BL only the vertical velocity is bounded and the buoyancy and horizontal
velocity grow linearly in time. As to the gradients in the “forced” BL, the vertical
velocity gradient grows in time linearly and the gradients of buoyancy and
horizontal velocity – quadratically. In both the cases we determine exact solutions
in the form of expansions in the vertical wave modes and find the asymptotic
solution valid at large times. The comparison between them shows that the
asymptotic solutions approximate the exact ones fairly well even for not very large
times.
Splitting of the neutral Rayleigh mode due to a weak stratification
S. Churilov
Institute of Solar-Terrestrial Physics, RAS, Irkutsk, Russia
churilov@iszf.irk.ru
When the stability of sharply stratified shear flows is studied, the density profile
is usually taken stepwise, and a weak stratification between density jumps is
neglected. In such a case, the eigenfunctions are built up from a number of
solutions of the Rayleigh equation matched through density jumps. As a result,
neutral modes are usually regular because their critical levels fall between jumps. It
is shown that when a weak density stratification between jumps is taken into
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account the “Rayleigh“ neutral mode splits into two singular Taylor-Goldstein
neutral modes belonging to stability boundaries of different but neighboring
instability domains.
Regular talks
Interaction of two surface vortex patches
Mikhail A. Sokolovskiy, JacquesVerron and Xavier Carton
Water Problems Institute of RAS, Moscow, Russia
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of RAS; Moscow, Russia
sokolovskiy@iwp.ru
JacquesVerron
Laboratoire de Glaciologie et G´eophysique de l’Environnement, CNRS/UJF,
Grenoble, France
jacques.verron@gmail.com
Xavier Carton
Laboratoire de Physique des Oc´eans, UBO, Brest, France
The problem of interaction of two identical vortex patches is a traditional and wellstudied area of fluid dynamics. This work is aimed to determine the dynamics of
two vortices in the upper layer of the two-layer rotating fluid with passive and deep
bottom layer, what is typical of oceanic conditions.
In the framework of quasi-geostrophic approximation for a two-layer fluid we
study the interaction between two initially circular vortex patches located in the
relatively thin upper layer. Contour dynamics method allows obtaining numerically
diagrams of various states of vortex structures, depending on the upper layer
thickness and the stratification parameter.
The following possible states of the vortex states have been found:
- M (merger) – a state, when after the merging of the vortex patches and a short
intermediate stage of the thin vortex-line formation, there remains one compact
vortex of larger scale.
- MT (merger/triplet) – merging of vortex patches, and the subsequent formation
of a triplet composed of a large central vortex and two peripheral smaller like
signed vortices.
- DMT (double merger/triplet) – the first stage of the evolution is similar to that
of MT but later, a new vortex merger occurs leading to the birth of a new
triplet.
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- MNS (merger/non-symmetric separation) – a merging, followed by separation
into unequal vortex patches. This the process can be single or multiple.
_ MSS (merger/symmetric separation) – in contrast to the previous case, the
division is
symmetrical, i. e. after a temporary merging, two identical vortex patches are
formed
again.
- NM (no merger) – vortex patches, pulsating, rotate around a common center of
vorticity without merging.
The work was performed in the framework of Russian-French project PRS [grant
number 16-55-150001/1069] from Russian Foundation for Basic Research / Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique. It was supported also by Russian Science
Foundation [grant number14-50-00095] (application to ocean) and Ministry of
Education and Science of the RF [grant number 14.W03.31.0006] (numerical
simulation).

Vortices and Vortex-Induced Vibrations of a Membrane Wing at Low Reynolds
Numbers
Xu Sun
Corresponding author. Email: xsun@cup.edu.cn Tel.: +86 10 89735561
Zehua Ye
National Engineering Laboratory for Pipeline Safety/MOE Key Laboratory of
Petroleum Engineering, China University of Petroleum-Beijing, Beijing, 102249,
China
Jiazhong Zhang
School of Energy and Power Engineering, Xi’an Jiaotong University, Xi’an,
710049, China
With rapid developments of micro air vehicles (MAVs), membrane wings have
attracted more and more attentions in the past twenty years, and it has been
confirmed in many studies that the aerodynamic performance of a membrane wing
is affected significantly by the vortex structures and the vibrations induced by
them. Using fluid-structure interaction simulations, vortex structures and vortexinduced vibrations (VIVs) of a fixed two-dimensional perimeter-reinforced (PR)
membrane wing (see Fig.1) at low-Reynolds-number flows are investigated. The
computed ranges of the Reynolds number (Re) and angle of attack () are
0<Re≤1000 and 0≤≤30o. The bifurcation points of the dynamic response of
the membrane wing in the Re-plane (see Figs.2)arecaptured using very fine
increments. With increases of Re and/or , it is found that the VIV state of the
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fixed membrane wing will change progressively from steady state to period 1 via a
Hopf bifurcation and then from period 1 to multiple period and chaos via
successive of period-doubling bifurcations, as shown in Figs.3 and 4. Moreover,
the transient flow fields (see Figs.5 and 6) show that the Hopf bifurcation is
triggered by the shedding of the leading- and/or trailing-edge vortices, while the
period-doubling bifurcations are due to the appearance and growing of the
secondary vortices on the upper surface of the membrane wing at higher Re
andThe results presented could complement the transition process of the VIV
state and reveal more details of the vortex structures as well as the dynamic
behaviors of the membrane wing in low-Reynolds-number flows.
Keywords: membrane wing; vortex-induced vibration; numerical simulation;
laminar flow; vortices

Fig.1. Schematic of the uniform flow past a fixed PR membrane wing (Rojratsirkul
et al. 2009, 2010).

Fig.2 Schematic of the vibration states at the membrane center. Represents the
steady-state region,Ⅱperiod-1 vibrating region, and Ⅲ complicated region. □
represents the steady state, ● period 1, △ period 2, ▽ period 3, ◇ period 4,
multiple period (with period larger than four), ★ quasi-period, and chaos.
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Fig. 3. Bifurcation diagram at the membrane center at =22o with respect to Re.

Fig.4. Bifurcation diagram of the membrane center with respect to  at Re=600.

Fig.5. Transient streamlines around a fixed PR membrane wing at :
aRe=150; (b) Re=200; (c) Re=350; (d) Re=400; (e) Re=600; (f) Re=650; (g)
Re=710; (h) Re=1000.
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Fig.6. Transient streamlines around the membrane wing at Re=600a; (b)
; (c) ; (d) ; (e) ; (f) ; (g) ; (h) ;
(i) ;(j) .
Structures and vortices in 3D multi-component convection
S. Kozitskiy
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok
skozi@poi.dvo.ru
3D multi-component convection in a horizontally infinite layer of an
uncompressible fluid interacting with horizontal vorticity field is considered in the
neighborhood of typical bifurcation points. A family of CGLE type amplitude
equations for this case is derived by multiple-scaled method. By numerical
simulation it was shown that the convection reveals diffusive chaos behavior,
generates various coherent structures and a vorticity field for the different
parameters of the derived equations.
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Microstreaming induced by bubble oscillations and applications to the ultrasonic
cleaning
A. Maksimov (Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok)
maksimov@poi.dvo.ru
Interest to acoustic microstreaming is supported by the variety of applications:
ultrasonic cleaning, micromixing, and selective particle trapping. This study deals
with the microstreaming which is induced by an oscillating bubble when it is
driven acoustically in the regime of parametrically generation of Faraday waves.
The greater wall displacement amplitude for l > 1 modes means that their effect on
the flux of species near the bubble wall can significant. The choice of which modes
are chosen to grow to steady state, and which are selected out, determines the
shape of the perturbation and hence the structures of the streaming flow. Basic
features of pattern formation on the bubble wall have been derived by Maksimov
& Leighton (doi:10.1098/rspa.2011.0366). These theoretical findings are used to
interpret the experiments with a new ultrasonic cleaning technique, the
Ultrasonically Activated Stream (UAS).
Regular and chaotic dynamics of an elliptic vortex in a periodic strain ﬂow
E. Ryzhov (Pacific Oceanological Institute RAS, Vladivostok)
ryzhovea@poi.dvo.ru
The nonlinear dynamics of an elliptic vortex subjected to a time-periodic linear
external shear flow is numerically studied. Making use of the ideas from the theory
of nonlinear resonance overlaps, the study focuses on the appearance of chaotic
regimes in the ellipse dynamics. When the superimposed flow is stationary, two
general types of the steady-state phase portrait are considered: one that features a
homoclinic separatrix delineating bounded and unbounded phase trajectories, and
one without a separatrix (all the phase trajectories are bounded in a periodic
domain). When the external flow is set time-periodic, the ensuing nonlinear
dynamics differs significantly in both cases. For the case with a separatrix, the
effect of the widest nonlinear resonance 1:1 assuming the central stability region is
analyzed in detail. A stark increase in persistence of the central regular dynamics
region against perturbation when the resonance 1:1 associated stability region
proves dominant in the area is observed.
Nonlinear resonances in a two-layer shear flow interacting with two vortices in the
bottom layer, Konstantin V. Koshel, Eugene A. Ryzhov
Pacific Oceanological Institute of FEB RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
koshelkv@poi.dvo.ru, , ryzhovea@poi.dvo.ru
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This paper explores a dynamical system governing the motion of two-point
vortices embedded in the bottom layer of a two-layer rotating flow experiencing
linear deformation and their influence on fluid particle advection. If the
deformation is stationary, the vortices can move periodically in a bounded region.
We focus our attention on the upper layer where the bottom-layer singular point
vortices induce a regular velocity field with no singularities. In the upper layer, we
determine a steady-state regime featuring weak influence of the vortex. Thus, in
the upper layer, the flow’s streamlines look like there is only external linear
deformation. In this case, fluid particles move along trajectories of almost regular
elliptic shapes. However, the system dynamics changes drastically if the
underlying vortices cease to be stationary and instead start moving periodically
generating a nonstationary perturbation for the fluid particle advection. Due to
periodic nature of the perturbation, a vast spectrum of resonance phenomena
appears. Analyzing the conceivable resonances observable in the upper-layer of the
flow is the main goal of the study. An analysis, based on comparing the
eigenfrequencies of the steady-state fluid particle rotation with the ones of the
vortex rotation, is carried out and parameters ensuring effective fluid particle
stirring are determined. The process of separatrix reconnection of close stability
islands leading to an enhanced chaotic region is reported and analyzed.
Keywords: Chaotic advection, Geophysical Flows, Chaotic advection in
oscillatory flows, Vortex Flows, Nonlinear resonances, Separatrix reconnection.
Nonlinear resonances in the ABC flow
M. Uleysky
Pacific Oceanological Institute of FEB RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
uleysky@poi.dvo.ru
A. Didov
Far Eastern Federal University, Vladivostok, Russia
We study resonances of the ABC-flow in the near integrable case. This is an
interesting example of a nondegenerate Hamiltonian system with 3/2 degrees of
freedom in which simultaneous existence of two resonances of the same order is
possible. Analytical conditions of the resonance existence are received. It is shown
numerically that the largest n:1 (n=1,2,3) resonances exist, and their energies are
equal to theoretical energies in the near integrable case. We provide analytical and
numerical evidences for existence of two branches of the largest n:1 resonances in
the region of finite motion.
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Vortex flows inside and outside the circular cylinder: instability, interactions and
steady structures
A. Shavlyugin
Vladivostok State University of Economics and Service, Vladivostok, Russia
Alexander.Shavlyugin@vvsu.ru
The results of studies of vortex flows inside and outside the circular cylinder in a
homogeneous and two-layer fluid are presented. The key features of the contour
dynamics algorithm based on the parallel computations using NVIDIA CUDA
technology are discussed. The properties of long-time evolution of unstable
axisimmetrical vortex flows were studied. Development of instability leads to
formation of several types of steady vortex structures. Similar stationary forms
were observed in the process of nonlinear interactions of vortex patches. New
families of steady states of vortex structures are presented including solutions with
corners at the boundary.
Compact compensated eddies and constrained vorticity
A. Kazansky
Institute of Automation and Control Processes, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
kazansky@iacp.dvo.ru
The problem of compensated (i.e. having zero integral vorticity) eddies in the
oceans initiated by V.F. Kozlov is discussed. In this presentation, we intend to
show that the universally recognized definition of vorticity as the curl of velocity
conflicts not only with this requirement but also with the laws of fluid mechanics,
namely with both the momentum and the vorticity transport equations. Disrupting
consequences of application of the standard vorticity definition is exemplified in
cases of two eddies. A different definition of vorticity as pure shear which is
consistent with the laws of fluid mechanics is proposed. This later definition
excludes the local solid body rotation in fluid.
On the merging of surface-intensified oceanic eddies
J. Verron
Institut des Gosciences de l'Environnement, Grenoble, France
jacques.verron@gmail.com
X. Carton
Laboratoire de Physique des Oceans, UBO-CNRS-IFREMER, Brest, France
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D. Ciani
Istituto dei Sistemi Complessi, Roma, Italy
M. Sokolovskiy
Water Problems Institute, RAS, Moscow, Russia
This work is motivated by the growing interest in oceanography for the small scale
energetic variability observed in the surface ocean in particular with satellites
(Capet et al. 2008, Le Traon et al. 2008). In particular, recent studies have shown
that the energy spectra at the ocean surface structures are shallower than in
classical stratified geostrophic turbulence (Xu and Fu 2011). It has also been
shown previously that the surface quasi-geostrophic (SQG) model is a simple, but
efficient model, for the representation of surface intensified vortices. This model is
used to study the simplest interaction process of eddies, i.e. merger within this
theoretical framework. 2D, 3D QG and SQG dynamics share common features for
the merging process, such as a critical merger distance for localized vortices, the
formation of larger or smaller eddies and of filaments, or the possibility of partial
merger.
In this work, it is shown that such surface intensified vortices merge at closer range
than their counterparts in incompressible, two-dimensional fluids. The calculation
of finite-area steady states shows that SQG vortices are less deformed than the 2D
steady states. The numerical simulations for two
identical surface vortices have shown that in the absence of external deformation,
SQG vortices can merge only at shorter range than their 2D counterparts. At the
early stage of merger, filaments are shed from the tips of the ellipse formed by the
merged vortices. Close to the critical distance for merger, these filaments can roll
up into small peripheral vortices. It is noteworthy that the efficiency of the SQG
merging process is not complete. Though vortices can grow via this process,
energy can also be injected into smaller scale features. This weaker ability of
vortices to merge in SQG can explain part of the observed difference in energy
spectra between SQG and classical geostrophic turbulence. The results will be also
discussed with reference to other results of subsurface eddy merging (Ciani et al.,
2016) and with regard to situations of strong vertical density gradients (Smith and
Bernard 2013).
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A Complex Analysis Approach to the Motion of Uniform Vortices
G. Riccardi
University of Campania “Luigi Vanvitelli”, Caserta, Italy and CNR-INSEAN,
National Research Council of Italy - Maritime Research Center Rome, Italy
giorgio.riccardi@unicampania.it
The analytical investigation of the inviscid, planar dynamics of uniform vortices
dates back to the last two decades of the twentieth-century [Jimenez, Journal of
Fluid Mechanics 189, 1988], [Saffman, Vortex Dynamics, 1992]. The same
approach has been used also for investigating vortex equilibria (e.g, [Crowdy,
Physics of Fluids 14-1, 2001]). Vortex dynamics does not receive the same
attention, basically for the lack of a general relation between Schwarz function and
induced velocity.
The present paper summarizes a research line undertaken by the author in the last
ten years [Riccardi, Journal of Engineering Mathematics 50-1, 2004], [Riccardi,
European Journal of Mechanics/B Fluids 53, 2015] and based on a novel, general
relation between Schwarz function and velocity, connected by means of a Cauchy
integral. Several kinds of vortex equilibria, as well as relevant sample cases of selfinduced motions and interactions among uniform and pointwise vortices will be
investigated.
Modeling of evolution of an intrathermocline lens over the Lofoten basin
M. Sokolovskiy
Water Problems Institute of RAS, Moscow, Russia
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of RAS; Moscow, Russia
mikhail.sokolovskiy@gmail.com
B. N. Filyushkin
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology of RAS; Moscow, Russia
Long-lived intrathermocline lenses are a special class of mesoscale / submesoscale vortices localized in the subsurface and intermediate oceanic layers;
they are observed practically in all regions of the World Ocean (Belkin et al 1988;
Belkin and Kostyanoy 1992). The Lofoten Basin in the Norwegian Sea is not an
exception: in its vicinity, a lens, moving inside the bounded region in the cyclonic
direction, has been found (Ivanov and Korablev 1995a, b), despite the existence of
an anticyclonic quasi-stationary large-scale Lofoten vortex (Alexeev et al 1989;
Volkov et al 2013). We explain this effect by modeling it using the contour
dynamics method in the framework of a three-layer quasi-geostrophic model, in
which the lens is a vortex patch in the middle layer (Sokolovskiy 1991; Filyushkin
and Sokolovskiy 2011). We show that the lens can be captured by the cyclonic
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Taylor column induced by the underwater basin in case when both a background
north-west current and the Lofoten vortex have moderate intensities.
The work was performed in the framework of Russian-French project PRS [grant
number 16-55-150001/1069] from Russian Foundation for Basic Research / Centre
National de la Recherche Scientifique. I t w as s upported a lso b y R ussian S
cience F oundation [grant number14-50-00095] (application to ocean) and Ministry
of Education and Science of the RF [grant number 14.W03.31.0006] (numerical
simulation).
On stability of the Lofoten Vortex in the Norwegian Sea
I. Bashmachnikov
St. Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, Nansen International
Environmental and Remote Sensing Centre, St. Petersburg, Russia
igorb1969@mail.ru
M. Sokolovskiy
Water Problems Institute, RAS, Moscow, Russia
T. Belonenko
St. Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, St.Petersburg, Russia
X. Carton
Laboratoire de Physique des Oceans, UBO-CNRS-IFREMER, Brest, France
The Lofoten Vortex (LV), a quasi-permanent anticyclonic eddy in the Norwegian
Sea, is investigated with an eddy-permitting primitive equation (PE) model. The
LV represents a quasi-columnar vortex, which extends from 0 m to the ocean
bottom at about 3000 m, and has the mean dynamic radius of 30 km. The LV
subsurface core has a clear surface expression, always observed nearly in the same
position in the center of the Lofoten Basin. Detailed analysis of the LV dynamic
parameters shows a high stability of most of its dynamic characteristics. This is
confirmed by simulations with a 3-layer non-linear QG model, which predicts 5095% LV volume loss within 4-5 months. For the same intensity of perturbations,
the PE model presents only 10-30% volume loss. Possible explanations are
proposed. The PE results suggest that the LV regeneration, maintained by a merger
and deep convection, is sufficient for the maintenance of its coherence against the
perturbations observed.
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Wintertime anticyclonic eddies in the East-Sakhalin Current based on high
resolution numerical simulation
D. Stepanov
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
step-nov@poi.dvo.ru
Based on the hindcast numerical simulations of the Sea of Okhotsk circulation, a
variability of the East-Sakhalin Current (ESC) was considered from 1979 to 2009.
The hindcast simulations were carried out using the INMOM model with the grid
resolution of 3.5 km and atmospheric forcing extracted from the ERA-Interim
reanalysis. In according to the numerical simulations, a simulated ESC intensifies
in winter and weakens in summer. Based on the analysis of relative vorticity (RV),
the spatial structure of the simulated ESC was considered. In winter, we found
significant negative anomalies of the RV on the eastern shelf of Sakhalin Island.
The closer examination showed that these negative anomalies of the RV were
associated with the mesoscale anticyclone eddies with the spatial scale of 60-80
km and their life time was about 30-45 days. The wind stress, baroclinic and
barotropic instabilities of the ESC are considered as the major causes of the
mesoscale variability of the ESC.
Mesoscale eddies in the Alaskan Stream area and the eastern Bering Sea
A. Andreev, M. Bydyansky, M. Uleysky, S. Prants
Pacific Oceanological Institute of the Russian Academy of Sciences, Vladivostok,
Russia
andreev@poi.dvo.ru
By using of the altimetry-based Lagrangian maps we demonstrate the formation
and transport pathways of the mesoscale eddies in the Alaskan Stream area
(eastern subarctic Pacific) and the eastern Bering Sea. A mesoscale eddy activity
along the shelfdeep basin boundaries in the Alaskan Stream region and the
eastern Bering Sea is shown to be related with the wind stress curl in the northern
North Pacific in winter. A significant correlation is found between the
concentration of chlorophyll a in the Alaskan Stream area and eastern Bering Sea
in AugustSeptember and the wind stress curl in the northern North Pacific in
NovemberMarch. The mesoscale dynamics, forced by wind stress curl in winter,
may determine not only lower-trophic-level organism biomass but also salmon
abundance/catch in the study area.
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Sinking of less dense water in a bottom ekman layer formed by a coastal
downwelling current over a sloping bottom
D. Elkin, A. Zatsepin
P.P. Shirshov Institute of Oceanology, RAS, Moscow, Russia
dmelkin@mail.ru
The preliminary laboratory experiments on the dynamics of downwelling coastal
current upon a sloping bottom were conducted in the tank, located at a rotating
platform. The current was created by a source of constant water flow of the same
density (barotropic case) or of lesser density (baroclinic case) compared with the
water in the tank. It was found that even in the case of baroclinic current less dense
water downflow in the bottom Ekman layer was formed under certain conditions.
At some moment this downflow undergoes convective instability. Taking into
account the results of the experiment preliminary estimate of the bottom Ekman
layer parameters on the continental shelf/slope of the Black Sea was done and the
possible lowering depth of less dense water was calculated.

The problem of mesoscale eddy identification based on satellite altimetry
T. Belonenko
St. Petersburg State University, Institute of Earth Sciences, St. Petersburg, Russia
btvlisab@yandex.ru
We considered three methods that are traditionally utilized to identify, by using of
satellite data, synoptic eddies. A comparison is carried out on the example of a
water area located in the NW Pacific. Sea level anomalies, Relative vorticity, and
Okubo-Weiss parameter are mapped based on satellite altimetry data. It has been
revealed that the distribution of these three differs significantly in number, size,
and allocation of isolated irregularities that are usually identified as mesoscale
eddies. Heterogeneities that are identified using the relative vorticity have smaller
spatial scales compared with ones allocated in the sea level anomalies. Only
distribution of sea level anomalies or relative vorticity can give a false picture of
the vortices. Heterogeneities allocated in these fields are not synonymous of
vortices since Okubo-Weiss parameter has positive values for them. We
demonstrated that researchers often make erroneous interpretation of the altimetry
data, finding eddies where they do not really exist. Formation of various
heterogeneities in the sea level anomalies as well as in the relative vorticity could
be influenced by other forces, especially by westward propagating planetary waves
(low-frequency Rossby waves) and by their interaction with sea currents.
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Simulation of mesoscale and sub-mesoscale eddies in the northwestern part of the
Japan Sea
V. Ponomarev, P. Fayman, M. Bydyansky, M. Uleysky, S. Prants, V. Dubina
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
pvi711@yandex.ru
Based on the analysis of high resolution satellite data and numerical simulation
with eddy resolved circulation models including MGI, ROMS and RIAM OM it is
shown intra-seasonal and interseasonal evolution of interacted mesoscale and submesoscale circulation, anticyclonic and cyclonic eddies formation, moving and
degradation on the shelf, over continental slope and adjacent deep basin of the
Northwestern Japan Sea. On the external shelf of Peter the Great Bay activity of
sub-mesoscale cyclones rise during fall when thickness of the upper mixed layer is
increasing and vertical density gradient in seasonal pycnocline is weakening.
Horizontal scale of the sub-mesoscale cyclones is in range from 1 to 12 km, while
scale of mesoscale eddies is in range from 15 to 60 km. Time scale of submesoscale cyclones, as a rule, doesn't exceed 2-3 days, while time scale of
mesoscale eddies varies from several days over an edge of the narrow shelf and
steep continental slope of the Japan Basin to about several months on the wide
external shelf of Peter the Great Bay and longer time in central area of the deep
basin. Some mesoscale anticyclones and cyclones can be quasi-stable over
correspondent features of bottom topography. Lagrangian approach has been
applied to study mesoscale eddies evolution over the continental shelf and slope of
the Japan Basin, including areas of the Peter the Great Bay and Tatar Strait. Quasi
stable eddies and currents in the Peter the Great Bay and Tatar Strait, their
seasonal variability are shown in terms of Lagrangian method.
Development of the mesoscale circulation asymmetry in the atmospheric boundary
layer: modeling and case study
N. Vazaeva
A.M.Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
ifanataly@gmail.com
The development of the asymmetry in organized mesoscale circulation in the
atmospheric boundary layer is investigated. Depending on Reynolds number
different types of the hydrodynamic instabilities are occurred. It appears at the
relative orientation of the arising roll circulation and geostrophic wind and also at
the scales and space periods of the structures. Within the range of Reynolds
number between 200-300 the dependence of energy and helicity on Reynolds
number is close to linear that point to the possibility of using weakly nonlinear
theory methods where amplitudes of perturbation increases as Re1/2. The rise of the
rolls asymmetry followed by significant growing of the extreme amplitude of
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longitudinal velocity component in a direction opposite to geostrophic wind
compared to the amplitudes along the lines of geostrophic wind is detected.
Increase of the positive component of helicity by contrast to negative ones is
observed simultaneously. Reasonably good correspondence between numerical
simulation results obtained by nonhydrostatic mesoscale model WRF and
observable circulation motion with centers lying about 1200-1300 meters high is
received.
Modeling of the Black sea circulation with resolution of the meso- and
submesoscale dynamic processes
S. Demyshev, O. Dimova
Marine Hydrophysical Institute, RAS, Sebastopol, Russia
olgdymova@rambler.ru
The simulation of the Black Sea circulation was carried out by MHI eddyresolving model, also were calculated its energetic features based on kinetic and
potential energy budget equations. The calculations were carried out with a
horizontal resolution of 1.6 km and taking into account the real atmospheric
forcing for 2006 and 2011. Eddies with characteristical mesoscale and
submesoscale time-spatial parameters were reconstructed in the velocity fields.
Modeling hydrophysical fields corresponded to observations data. The most
intensive generation of eddies was observed in the neighborhood of the Crimean
Peninsula, in the north-eastern and south-eastern parts of the sea. Vortex structures
in the shelf zones were formed in all seasons with weak, any directing winds. Was
shown that two main mechanisms of coastal eddies formation were dominated in
the Black Sea: a baroclinic instability and a driving round the shore
inhomogeneities by current with velocity more than 40 cm/s.
Key word: Black Sea, modeling, circulation, mesoscale eddy, submesoscale eddy,
kinetic and potential energy.
Behaviors of heteroclinic orbits in the Rayleigh-Bernard flow under a perturbation
from boundary oscillation
Peihua Feng
Northwest Polytechnic University, Xi’an, China
f-peihua@stu.xjtu.edu.cn
Heteroclinic orbit, as the separatrix of the flow area, is perturbed by the boundary
oscillation in two-dimension Rayleigh-Bernard flow. The orbit breaks and the
passive tracers flow into the original two rolls and switch back and force. From a
lagrangian perspective, the flow domain is divided into stochastic sea and domain
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of periodic motions. The stochastic sea seems to cover the whole domain as
increasing the amplitude of oscillation of boundary. We can enhance the mixing
within the rolls via controlling the boundary oscillation.
Research of atmospheric Karman Vortex Street in a northwest Pacific on satellite
imagery
M. Aleksanina, V. Levin, S. Dyakov, A. Eremenko, A. Kazansky
Institute of Automation and Control Processes, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
margeo@mail.ru
Parameters of atmospheric Karman Vortex street at Jeju Island and the Kuril
Islands are analyzed on meteorological satellite imagery received in the Satellite
center of IAPU FEB RAS.
Vortex street is formed when the lower layer of the atmosphere is limited from
above by inversion allocated below island top. Wind stream from the windward
side is about 8-17 m/s. Vortices are organized in a structure in which each vortex is
approximately in the middle between two vortices of an adjacent row. It is
necessary to have the ratio of vortex street width to longitudinal distance not less
than 0,28 for vortices forming as a stable system behind an obstacle. The value of
this relation is in limits 0,28 - 0,52. The results computed are in good
correspondence with the theory and visual observations of satellite images.
Envelope equation for gravity waves on deep water
D. Kachulin
Novosibirsk State University, Novosibirsk, Russia
d.kachulin@gmail.com
A. Dyachenko
Landau Institute of Theoretical Physics, Moscow, Russia
V. Zakharov
Lebedev Physical Institute, Moscow, Russia
We consider a “unidirectional” motion of weakly nonlinear gravity waves on the
surface of deep water. We derived new exact envelope equation for waves without
assumption of narrowness bandwidth. We performed numerical simulations to
study in detail initial stage of wave-breaking in the framework of new envelope
equation. We propose simple model of dissipation of such waves. This dissipation
acts only in the point of breaking and does not affect other part of water surface.
Using proposed simple model of dissipation, we performed numerical simulation
of long time evolution of initially slightly perturbed uniform wave train. Numerical
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simulation has shown decay of homogeneous wave train into set of colliding
solitons. After a long time (∼ 1.5 days) we observed a several large solitons which
obviously took energy from the weaker. These solitons are very narrow, there are
about three waves under the envelope (three sisters).
Stability of jet flows in a rotating shallow water layer
M. Kalashnik, O. Chkhetiani
A.M.Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric Physics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
kalashnik-obn@mail.ru, ochkheti@gmail.com
The problem of the stability of an isolated jet flow and two counter-streaming jet
flows in a rotating shallow-water layer is considered. These flows are described by
exact solutions of the Charney–Obukhov equation with one or two discontinuities
of the potential vorticity, respectively. The isolated jet flow is shown to be stable.
For the system consisting of two jet flows the dependence of thecharacteristics of
the unstable wave modes on a geometric parameter, namely, the ratio of the
spacing between the jet axes to the deformation radius, is determined. On the basis
of the contour dynamics method a weakly-nonlinear model of the longwave
instability is developed.
Slip boundary conditions effect on the Dean vortices and engulfment regime in Tshaped microchannel
A. Lobasov
Siberian Federal University, Krasnoyarsk, Russia
perpetuityrs@mail.ru
A. Minakov
Institute of Thermophysics, RAS, Novosibirsk, Russia
Microreaction engineering enables new strategies in process intensification, e.g.
allows significantly enhancing the physicochemical processes in comparison to
classical space consuming reactors, through exploitation of the smallest scales. A
precise analysis of local mass transfer and hydrodynamics in micromixers for
different flow regimes are strongly necessary for fully understanding the occur
processes. One of the simplest in the manufacture, but at the same time, quite
effective T-shaped micromixer was used for numerical investigation and analyzing
the mixing quality and flow regimes as well as the influence of slip boundary
conditions on the Dean and S-shaped asymmetrical vortices appeared in the
engulfment flow regime in such micromixers.
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УДК 532.5
Microreaction engineering enables new strategies in process intensification, e.g.
allows significantly enhancing the physicochemical processes in comparison to
classical space consuming reactors, through exploitation of the smallest scales [13]. A precise analysis of local mass transfer and hydrodynamics in micromixers for
different flow regimes are strongly necessary for fully understanding the occur
processes. One of the simplest in the manufacture, but at the same time, quite
effective T-shaped micromixer was used for numerical investigation and analyzing
the mixing quality and flow regimes as well as the influence of slip boundary
conditions on the Dean and S-shaped asymmetrical vortices appeared in the
engulfment flow regime in such micromixers.
Already in the first studies it was shown that such configuration of micromixers
provided very high mixing rates. Also, three different working regimes have been
identified in experiments and simulations available in the literature, depending on
the flow Reynolds number [1-4]. At very low Reynolds numbers, the two streams
coming from the inlet pipes remain completely segregated even in the outflow pipe
(stratified flow) and mixing is only due to diffusion. As the Reynolds number is
increased, a second regime is observed (vortex regime), in which a secondary flow,
organized in a double pair of counterrotating vortices, is present in the outflow
pipe. This flow preserves the two reflection symmetries of the device geometry. In
this regime, mixing is only slightly increased because of the augmented contact
surface between the two streams, which remain however segregated. For larger
Reynolds numbers, an organized and stationary pattern of vortical structures is
observed (engulfment regime), which breaks the flow symmetries and makes fluid
elements of one stream reach the opposite side of the mixing channel. This clearly
leads to a significantly larger mixing than in the previous regimes. If the Reynolds
number is further increased, the flow may become unsteady.
Obtained in this research numerical results are in good correspondence with
experimental data [2], viz. the comparison of numerical and experimental dye
concentration contours in the longitudinal and transverse sections of the mixer at
Re = 186 shown in fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Dye concentration contours at Re = 186:
Experiment (left); numerical results (right)
Appearance of such vortices caused significant increase of mixing efficiency
and marked the beginning of engulfment flow regime (see fig. 2, curve 1).
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Even more interesting results obtained at slip boundary conditions. Usually, it
defined by dimensionless Knudsen number Kn = /l, where l is characteristic
channel size,  is mean free path of molecules:   kT 2 , where k is the
2  p

Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature,  is the molecules diameter and p is the
pressure. To describe the velocity shift on the walls for fluids used reduced
Maxwell-Smoluchowski boundary conditions:
u f  u w  k1 

u
y

Here f and w means fluid and wall. Varying the coefficient we able to change the
velocity jump on the walls. The coefficient k1 in this research was equal to 0, 10-5
and 2,5·10-5. The obtained numerical results shown in fig. 2. Obvious, that
presence of slip boundary conditions caused shift in the beginning of the
engulfment regime and the appearance of a double pair of counterrotating S-shaped
vortices in the higher Reynolds numbers area. Thus, it can be concluded, that there
is an opportunity to control flow and mixing regimes in T-shaped micromixer
using slip boundary conditions.

Fig. 2. Mixing efficiency versus Reynolds number,
coefficient k1 = 0 (1); 10-5 (2); 2,5·10-5(3)
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Transformation of large amplitude internal waves over a shelf
V. Liapidevskii, N. Gavrilov
Lavrentyev Institute of Hydrodynamics, Novosibirsk, Russia
liapid@hydro.nsc.ru
I. Yaroshchuk, F. Khrapchenkov
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
fedi@poi.dvo.ru
The process of onshore spreading and breaking of internal waves contributes
significantly to the mass transfer and "ventilation" in a shelf zone. The large
amplitude internal waves can contain well-mixed cores, by which trapped fluid is
carried horizontally for a long distance. The transition from wave-like motion to
the separate vortex flow (“boluses” for-mation) in the “swash zone” is the common
feature of the run up process of internal waves. This study is based on the results of
field experiments in nearshore waters of the Sea of Japan as well as laboratory
experiments on the evolution of internal waves of elevation. The mathematical
model describing the generation, interaction, and decaying of large internal waves
is developed. It is shown that it is possible to apply the model to real field data and
to describe adequately the changes in the phase and amplitude characteristics of
nonlinear wave trains moving towards the shore.
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS The work was supported by the Russian Foundation
for Basic Research
Formation of vortices in 2D flows around obstacles
Y. Chashechkin, Y. Zagumennyi
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
yulidch@gmail.com
Flows around obstacles are studied by harmonized methods of laboratory,
analytical and numerical modeling basing of fundamental set. The numerical code
based on open-source programming tools using high-order discretization schemes
with a high spatial-temporal grid resolution. Unsteady flow patterns for velocity,
density, and pressure, and their derivatives, are studied. Efficiency of vorticity
generation mechanisms, including deformation of the flow around the obstacle,
and baroclinic effects are defined. Mechanisms responsible for the formation of
vortices are associated with generation of all the flow components prescribed by
the complete solution of the fundamental set. Forces and torque acting on the plate
surface are calculated. Comparison with the Blasius solution has shown a strong
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influence of plate’s thickness on the boundary layer flow structure. The calculated
and Schlieren-visualized stratified flow patterns are in a good agreement in general
and in fine details.
Fast vortices of a falling drop impact
Y. Chashechkin, D. Ilynykh
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
yulidch@gmail.com
O. Reynolds attracted observation of vortex rings in a targeted liquid by falling
drop by W. Rogers for explanation of marine waves damping by a rain.
Experiments produced by fast optic instruments revealed a sequence of different
vortex elements prior to the formation of vortex rings. At phase of initial
submerging of the drop, fast thin radial jets ending by a small vortex rings were
observed. At the phase of thick cumulative jet formation, thin plane vortex loops
formed by dye filaments from the matter of the submerged drop re-transformed
into three-dimensional vortex loops reproducing general geometry of the flow.
Gradually accumulated in the color spot dye starts to move into the targeted fluid
interior forming conventional vortex ring and layered cascade of ring vortices
connected by fine dye filaments. Illustrating photos and video-films used for
creating physical model of the fine flow structure taking into account fast
transformation of the Gibbs potential.
Vortices and waves in flows around a free balanced or sinking neutral buoyancy
body in a stratified environment
Y. Chashechkin, N. Dimitrieva
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
yulidch@gmail.com
A neutral buoyancy body dynamics and flow structure in stratified environment are
subject of intensive investigations in physical and biological oceanography. Buoys
and drifters of neutral buoyancy are widely used to study the Ocean dynamics.
Bioorganisms of neutral buoyancy are component of marine biocoenosis. Results
of analytical, numerical and laboratory investigations flows on bodies of different
shapes in a stratified environment are presented. The basis of the study is the
fundamental set of governing equations with no-slip and no-flux solid boundary
conditions. Formation of the fine flow structure and self-motion of a free body
submerged on the neutral buoyancy horizon was studied numerically and observed
in the laboratory. Calculation of a free falling body oscillations around the
equilibrium level, formation of vortices and emittance of internal waves compared
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with laboratory data. Extrapolation of modelling data on the environmental
conditions are discussed.
Experimental investigation of marker’s transport in a compound vortex
Y. Chashechkin, T. Chaplina
Institute for Problems in Mechanics, RAS, Moscow, Russia
yulidch@gmail.com
Stationary vortex flow created by a disc in a cylindrical container is widely used to
study structure and transport properties of flows in homogeneous and two-layers
immiscible fluids. Shapes of deformed free surface were registered for different
conditions. Restructuring of flow patterns of immiscible fluids with spiral arms on
the surface and oil body around axis of the fluid rotation was observed. Forms of
the contact surface instability were defined. A free solid marker on the liquid
surface transported by the main stream simultaneously twists around its own axis
and perturbs surrounding fluid. Compact liquid marker patch is split on individual
filaments forming spiral arms on the surface and helical structures in the fluid
interior. The die washed out from the surface of a solid marker also form fine
colored filaments of complex shapes caused by superposing of several circular
motions. Data of large number experiments are collected, analyzed and presented.
On study of resonant oscillations in the Posyet Gulf
S. Smirnov
Institute of Automation and Control Processes, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
smirnoff@iacp.dvo.ru
I. Yaroshchuk, A. Shvyrev, A. Pivovarov, A. Samchenko, A. Kosheleva.
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
yaroshchuk@poi.dvo.ru
To study the features of the free surface oscillations in the Posyet Gulf of the Sea
of Japan there was held natural experiment on autumn of 2016 with installation of
independent pressure gauges. In the interpretation and joint analysis of the
measurement results there were obtained sets of spatial and temporal parameters
for the eigen oscillations, calculated with using spectral-difference model, and for
the forced oscillations in the form of a response to external forcing in a numerical
model of shallow water with the difference approximation on an irregular
triangular spatial grid. Frequency values of eigen oscillations and location of peaks
of the model resonance curves correspond to the arrangement of well-defined
peaks of the energy spectrum for the field measurement data, which indicates the
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ability to significantly resonant enhance the amplitude of oscillations by wave and
periodic wind influences.
Low-frequency acoustic interferential field vortex structure in waveguide of the
shallow sea
V. Shchurov
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
shchurov@poi.dvo.ru
The results of studies of the scalar and vector energy characteristics of a real
acoustic interference field in a shallow sea are presented based on notions of
monochromatic fields and common field vector ratios. The importance of the
quantities under consideration is that they are the components of the energy–pulse
tensor of the acoustic field. Ranges of noise-like signal frequencies covered: 88 ± 1
Hz, 108 Hz ± 2, 166 ± 4 Hz. Acoustic source is the moving surface source. The
depth of the spot is 30 m, relatively flat sandy bottom to the distance of ~ 10 km.
The receiving system consists of four combined receivers located in the corners of
the vertical rectangle. Energy vertical motion quasi-periodic structure is the result
of principal modes interference, which generates large-scale vorticity. Local
vortices are the result of the interference of both principal and oblique modes.
Emergence of sub (super)-rotation and jet flows from small-scale quasi-twodimensional vortices in laboratory experiments
O. Chkhetiani
A.M.Obukhov Institute of Atmospheric, RAS, Moscow, Russia
ochkheti@gmail.com
The results of experiments with thin layers of conducting fluid in circular rotating
channels for configurations consisting of a large number of permanent magnets and
providing MHD generation of small-scale velocity fields are presented. Both in
numerical and in laboratory experiments large-scale almost circular vortices were
obtained as a result of energy transfer from a system of externally generated smallscale vortices to large-scale velocity fields (the inverse cascade). Single large-scale
eddies and wide jet flows appear in the modes of subrotation and superrotation in
relation to external rotation, depending on its angular velocity. Rotation in an
almost circular vortex has a differential character with a decrease in the angular
velocity of rotation with a radius in most of the channel area.
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Vortices in the Arabian Sea
A. Ayouche, X. Carton, M. Morvan
Laboratoire de Physique des Oceans, UBO-CNRS-IFREMER, Brest, France
adam.ayouche@ensta-bretagne.org
The Arabian Sea and Marginal Seas (AMS), the northern part of the Indian Ocean,
show a strong eddy activity as revealed by satellite observations and by high
resolution HYCOM (primitive equation) model simulations. The 3D structures of
the AMS mesoscale eddies and their lifecycles, including the generation and
decaying processes, have been studied over the years, but still require
further investigation.
Using a vortex identification and tracking algorithm, AMEDA, based on angular
momentum and using also Okubo Weiss calculations, applied to high resolution
altimetric data (1/8th degree resolution), we identify all vortices in the Arabian
Sea, Sea of Oman and Gulf of Aden, which live longer than a month. We compute
their characteristics (amplitude, radius) and compare them with historical data.
Moreover, we identify their formation region and propose a mechanism for this
formation.
Then, we analyze their evolution, strengthening or dissipation by (i) their
interactions with the wind curl or (ii) the vortex-vortex interactions. We apply the
same method to high resolution primitive equation model output (5 km resolution
over the whole area where Rd=55km), and particularly the SSH. We compare
statistically our results with those obtained with AVISO altimetry.
Furthermore, we use the information over the whole fluid column to study the
origin of Rossby waves in the entrance of the Gulf of Aden, the East Arabian
Current. Finally, we study the Ras Al Hadd dipole characteristics using AMEDA
outputs and its vertical structure using HYCOM outputs.
Numerical modeling of the boundary layer influence on the vortex structures
P. Zhuravlev, Permyakov M., Malikova N., Semykin V.
Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
zhuravlev_pv@poi.dvo.ru
The aim of the study is to demonstrate approaches to parametrization of the friction
effect of the boundary layer in the barotropic vortex equation. The effects of the
boundary layer were included by additional terms in the vortex equation. A number
of numerical experiments were performed. The initial vorticity field was given as a
circular vortex with parameters close to those which are typical for tropical
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cyclones. The results of numerical experiments, presented in the form of vortex
fields, demonstrate the influence of various parametrizations of the boundary layer
on the structure and evolution of the initial vortex.
The Contour Advection Method for Simulation of the Vortex Structures Evolution
near Topographic Feature
A. Baranov
Far Eastern Federal University, Vladivostok, Russia
armath123@gmail.com
M. Permyakov Pacific Oceanological Institute, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
permyakov@poi.dvo.ru
The contour advection method is a hybrid of the eulerian and lagrangian
approaches to simulate of two-dimension flows of inviscid incompressible fluid.
This approach allows to represent smallest structures of the flow in numerical
models. It also proposes the fast inversion procedure that includes conversion from
contours
to
eulerian
grid
to
calculate
velocity.
The goal of this work is to apply of the contour advection method for simulation of
the vortex structures evolution in ocean and atmosphere. For this purpose, the
original program complex that includes implementation of basic procedures of
contour advection algorithm was created. This complex was tested on the problem
of interaction of vortex with an isolated topographic feature on a beta-plane.
Results of numerical simulations are presented. The influence of various
parameters on the generation and evolution of vortex structures in this case is
demonstrated.
Searching and reconstruction 3D velocity field of jet streams and eddies
A. Shupikova, A. Kazansky
Institute of Automation and Control Processes, RAS, Vladivostok, Russia
antoninash@inbox.ru
We present a new velocity-based feature model called streamlets. This model can
be used for searching and reconstruction 3D velocity field of jet streams and
eddies. The streamlet model is applied on different latitudes, including tropical and
equatorial, different scales and for all accessed ocean depths. Streamlet is
represented by non-crossed Lamb surfaces inserted into each other. Each Lamb
surface includes families of streamlines and vortex lines crossed perpendicularly.
The velocity field of streamlets looks like a cone with compact base having an oval
shape. Assimilation of velocity data in 3D space contains finding position
streamlines in horizontal plane by fitting vertical cone to available data. Streamlets
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demonstrates opportunities to find and reconstruct the velocity field of halocline
eddies in the Arctic Ocean from IOEB ADCP data. These submesoscale eddies
were received from IOEB, deployed for 44 months from 1992 to 1997.
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